Best Practices in Investor Relations: The evolution of shareholder activism

J.P.Morgan
Conducted by J.P. Morgan’s Depositary Receipts Insights team, this Q&A discusses the latest trends in shareholder activism, including the areas where activity is increasing the most. It explains what catalyzes shareholder activists and how these investors identify their corporate targets. It also provides a suggested best practices checklist for senior decision-makers and investor relations professionals to consider when their company attracts activist investor attention.
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Expert analysis

A conversation with David Hunker

He shares some of his insights and experience.

**DR Insights:** What are some of the recent macro trends in shareholder activism and are there developing ones? Is activism in a different place today versus the start and end of the financial crisis?

**DH:** When we think about shareholder activism before and during the financial crisis, most issuers were likely to describe shareholder activists as a variation of the corporate raider. Today, activism has evolved into a distinct and separate asset class or investment strategy, widely accepted by the long-only institutional investment community.

During the financial crisis, many investors, such as mutual funds, pension funds and family offices, saw a significant portion of their portfolios’ value vanish. Many shareholder activists emerged during this period, with the message that they were no longer corporate raiders but now “defenders of shareholder value.” This was a very attractive proposition for investors whose portfolios realized steep losses at the time.

Today, shareholder activism is broadly accepted by traditional long-only investors. Additionally, the lines between who is an activist and who is a passive, long-only investor are no longer clear. Some of these long-only investors are actively engaging with management and boards to agitate for change themselves. Broadly speaking, this is the definition of shareholder activism.

**DR Insights:** What level of activity are we seeing on a regional basis?

**DH:** This is an area that’s really interesting. There’s a misconception that shareholder activism is a U.S. or a European phenomenon. What we’re seeing today is a lot of activity outside these two geographies, particularly in the Asia Pacific region. Some of this is still driven by U.S. activists agitating outside the U.S., but much of it is driven by domestic investors campaigning against domestic companies. When we speak to clients outside the U.S. and Europe, we ask if they’ve ever had to deal with a shareholder activist. The answer is often “No.” But when we ask if they’ve ever dealt with a minority shareholder that is trying to force the company to make some sort of strategic or capital structure/allocation change, quite often the answer is “Yes.” Shareholder activists are often investors whose names you’ve never heard of before, or who you don’t generally associate with activism.

Ten years ago, shareholder registers of companies outside the U.S. were much more domestically oriented. Today, shareholder registers around the world often look like the shareholder registers of U.S. companies. Quite often these registers are dominated by large, global institutional investors that are used to seeing shareholder activism and are comfortable supporting shareholder activists. As we see more shareholder register evolution happening around the world, we expect that we are going to see more shareholder activism in those regions.
DR Insights: Are you seeing activists target any specific market caps?

DH: For a number of years, we’ve been in a period where activists frequently target mega-caps, although they have historically targeted small- and mid-cap companies. The reason behind the shift toward larger companies is that shareholder activists have grown. In order to effectively put capital to work, they’ve had to target bigger companies.

Additionally, the high level of institutional support for activism means activists today don’t need to control as large of a stake as they had in the past, and they can effectively agitate against a company with much smaller stakes — sometimes with less than 1% ownership.

This phenomenon raised the profile of activists even further, paving the way for new activist funds to come into the market.

DR Insights: Have you seen the shift toward passive investing affecting activist defense strategies?

DH: There was a period when passive funds voted their shares according to recommendations from proxy advisors. Today, many large institutions, both passive and active, have formed their own internal corporate governance committees, which make independent voting decisions for their funds based on internal guidelines and situation-specific information. What this means is that the influence of proxy advisors has decreased. Each investor may have a different approach for how they arrive at a decision on corporate governance issues or M&A transactions that are put to a shareholder vote.

A key takeaway from this is that it is possible to win the support of key institutional investors, even in the face of a negative recommendation from the proxy advisors.

We believe that it’s best practice for companies to reach out to large institutional investors and make it clear to their corporate governance decision-makers that the company is available and willing to have a one-on-one discussion with them. Many companies make this type of offer on an annual basis. Investors may decline to meet, but they will appreciate the effort.

David Hunker has been with J.P. Morgan since 2004. He is a member of the Mergers and Acquisitions group in New York, where he leads the firm’s Shareholder Activism Defense practice. In addition to advising corporate clients on defense strategies, Hunker’s team also helps clients evaluate their potential to be activist targets and assists them with the creation of an action plan to address vulnerable areas.
Best practice activism checklist

☐ Listen, even to investors with a relatively small ownership stake.

☐ Understand an activist’s position by engaging with them.

☐ Assess, objectively, the merits of shareholder suggestions.

☐ Implement change, if consistent with long-term value creation.

☐ Identify and engage decision-makers at each of your shareholders and how they would vote.

☐ Anticipate the proxy advisors’ likely response.

☐ Weigh the pros and cons of potential settlement/concessions.

☐ Fight/contest if necessary and in the best interest of all shareholders.

☐ Create a robust public relations strategy to be successful.

☐ Potentially provide access to senior management and possibly individual directors, if appropriate.

☐ Articulate a consistent message (directors, management and investor relations functions).

☐ Make activism defense a regular part of management and board dialogue.

☐ Engage advisors early to remain current on activist themes and strategies.
Is your board prepared?

In today’s activist-prone environment, a factor for consideration is how to ensure that the board is fully informed and prepared for the potential of shareholder activism, including:

- Knowledge of the drivers of shareholder activism.
- Understanding of recent activist campaigns.
- Evaluation of potential activist attack themes.
- Review of current shareholder base and investor dialogue.

Activism explained

Shareholder activists focus on:

- Companies with perceived unrealized shareholder value, suggesting strategies to unlock value by returning capital to shareholders.
- Big-picture strategy, such as a breakup of the company.
- Capital allocation mix.
- Corporate clarity.
- Adjustments to corporate strategy or corporate governance.

Shareholder activists identify targets through perceived weakness in:

- Stock price relative to peers
- Capital structure
- Distribution policy
- Governance
- Corporate structure
- M&A track record
- Business strategy
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